Alfred Johnson is an author, speaker and C.E.O. and founder of Faith Action Ministry Alliance, Inc. Having pastored in low income communities for nearly two
decades, Mr. Johnson has acquired valuable experience and insight into bridging
social gaps through the power of relationships and alliances. The methodology developed by Mr. Johnson is becoming a model for organizations throughout the state
of Florida who are Kingdom minded and prepared to cooperate for the healing of
hurting communities. Impact of Tampa Bay, New Life Solutions, Amazing Love
Outreach and Heaven Sent Construction, L.L.C., are among many for profit and
not for profit organizations that have linked to advance God’s Kingdom through
the collective impact of the Faith Action Ministry Alliance.
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ALFRED JOHNSON-Full Bio About the Author…..
ALFRED JOHNSON is husband to his high school sweetheart
Donna. They have been married for 28 years and have six children together. Alfred is an author, consultant, speaker, and
founder of Faith Action Ministry Alliance, Inc. (FAMA). In the
years preceding the establishment of FAMA, Alfred Johnson
served as senior pastor of a local ministry located in Tampa, Florida, the city of his birth. His nearly two decades of pastoral experience and local missions have armed Alfred with an immense
array of practical tools for engaging whole neighborhoods. He
has shaped conversations surrounding the advancement of the
Kingdom of God by introducing to it an intelligent mix of grassroots activity and strategic alliances. Alfred’s model utilizes a
neighborhood’s interests for economic development, educational
improvements, youth and adult mentoring, neighborhood security
and the like for creating community wide platforms for introducing the Kingdom of God, job training and conservative values.
Organizations, for profit and not for profit, take part in the effort
by sharing their skills, training and resources with the community
through the Alliance.
As an insightful strategist Mr. Johnson has brought inspiration
and hope to leaders who were at wits end about how to integrate
their organization’s influence into the ordinary life of the neighborhood. There is no doubt that a major demand exists for acquiring practical solutions to the social divides and various needs
of our communities. Mr. Johnson’s model, including the collaborative efforts of loving and skilled servants of Christ, promises
to help fill this demand.
He is one of few Kingdom oriented servants to effectively unite
diverse denominational churches and businesses for the sole purpose of spiritual, social, and cultural renewal in a neighborhood.
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A dynamic and engaging public speaker, Alfred
Johnson empowers pastors, professionals, team
leaders, and churches to integrate systemic
strategies for engaging local missions. Regardless of the industry or church denomination Alfred is able to conduct customized training and
keynote presentations that are geared to establishing influential presence in neighborhoods.
Alfred provides inspirational stories of organizations who have used their voices and resources to make a difference and shares his vision for cultivating relationships with neighbors, active supporters and champions.
Alfred has addressed dozens of organizations
on topics including leadership, discipleship,
networking, entrepreneurship, advocacy, and
systemic operations. With his methodologies,
organizations are building long term influential
strategies for relating with whole neighborhoods thus helping them to set new standards
for advocacy and Kingdom oriented community building.
At the end of Alfred Johnson’s speaking and training, you can expect your staff and members to acquire:
*An understanding of the practical role they play in transforming your community
*A greater sense of the partnership between community
church

*A fresh perspective into local missions for needy neighbors
*A greater awareness of the valuable tools that each member possesses for advancing God’s Kingdom in a cross cultural context
*Wisdom for building effective alliances
*Wisdom for gathering support and grooming champions
for your cause.
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